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Objectives

 Compare and contrast their own certification 
assessment decisions on a mock event application 
with those of their peers in Canadian university CPD 
units and with the Royal College and CFPC

 Identify and explain three elements of certification 
assessment of learning events for MOC Section 1 and 
Mainpro+ 1 credit per hour for which their 
understanding has been altered

 Experience a sense of commitment to the value of 
quality assurance activities regarding event 
certification assessment

 Discuss about section 3 accreditation



HOW

General survey of CPD offices accross the 
country (20 minutes)

MOCK accreditation (fill the sheet)

Discussions

Poll Anywhere



Process

o MOCK program and online survey (JS-VJ)

o Review of MOCK program and online survey
(MM, RC,SS)

o Translation of MOCK program

o Sent to CPD offices

o Data analysis (CH, MM)

o RC and CCFM input



GENERAL SURVEY

N=14 out of 17 universities



Q4 - Number of persons that are involved 
in program review for the office ?



Q5 - Are programs reviewed by non-MDs ?

YES

NO



Q6 - Number of accredited programs per year 
(approximate)



Q7 - Number of rejected programs per year 
(approximate)



Q12 - Number of  section 3 royal college accredited 
activities per year ? (approximation)



What is the number of simulation-based activities per 
year (approximation) ?



Q26 - What is the number of e-learning 
accredited programs per year (approximation) ?



Q13 - Number of  2 and 3 hours per credit produced by CPD office sent 
to CCFM/CFPC for accreditation per year (approximate)

NONE



Q27 - Please explain briefly your accreditation process. (Example 1 : each program is reviewed by 
two reviewers and the director of cpd office review all programsExample 2 : stepwise process 
with 3 persons involved in review systematically)

Please explain briefly your accreditation process. (Example 1 : each progra...

Each program is reviewed by the Education Coordinator. Any incomplete applications are followed 
up to acquire all documentation. Once satisfied, the application is reviewed by the Associate Dean 
(physician), then jointly reviewed with the Education Coordinator, and a determination made for 
approval or further requirements necessary to meet criteria.  We are in the process of adding 
additional physician and non-physician reviewers from Faculty Development and administration.

Joint Accreditation Program 

For university programs, first reviewed by faculty CME representative of the affiliated department. 
Then reviewed by university CME office accreditation reviewer.

For non-university programs, single reviewer with second reviewer for complex or concerns 
identified. Bi-monthly accreditation team to discuss challenging cases.



Q27 - Please explain briefly your accreditation process. (Example 1 : each program is reviewed by 
two reviewers and the director of cpd office review all programsExample 2 : stepwise process 
with 3 persons involved in review systematically)

For university programs, first reviewed by faculty CME representative of the affiliated department. 
Then reviewed by university CME office accreditation reviewer.

For non-university programs, single reviewer with second reviewer for complex or concerns 
identified. Bi-monthly accreditation team to discuss challenging cases.



Q27 - Please explain briefly your accreditation process. (Example 1 : each program is reviewed by 
two reviewers and the director of cpd office review all programsExample 2 : stepwise process 
with 3 persons involved in review systematically)

Please explain briefly your accreditation process. (Example 1 : each progra...

Each program is reviewed by the director of accreditation, occasionally including an outside 
reviewer or vice-dean of CPD.

A secretary rewiew the program for the administrative part of it. Then a professor of the faculty 
review the program and the CPD academic director. For program without problems (section 1 
programs) it happens that only the CPD academic director review the program.

Each program reviewed by one administrative staff and manager in a step wise manner and those 
which are subject to rejection or have significant issues are reviewed with Associate Dean.

Applications are screen for completeness by our Office program manager the reviewed by Faculty 
Lead for Accreditation/Certification
Any concerns/questions or equivocal scenarios are forwarded and discussed by Faculty Lead with 
Assistant Dean of Continuing Education.

Each program is reviewed by one reviewer and the director of cpd office reviews all programs

Each program is reviewed by one reviewer and the vice-dean reviews all programs

Reviewed for completeness by coordinator
Rubric completed by coordinator
Sent to reviewer physician
Rubric completed by reviewer physician
Assessment of any COI and funding, if commercial



Q27 - Please explain briefly your accreditation process. (Example 1 : each program is reviewed by 
two reviewers and the director of cpd office review all programsExample 2 : stepwise process 
with 3 persons involved in review systematically)

Please explain briefly your accreditation process. (Example 1 : each progra...

Il y a une TCTB qui filtre toutes les demandes et envoie la demande à un md accréditeur. Les 
demandes problématiques sont révisés pour le responsable de l'unité avec avis multiples par 
courriel au besoin.

Each program is pre screened by accreditation coordinator then sent on to :
a. departmental Ce director/reviewer
b.member at large from CPD committee
c. an education consultatnt

Each program is reviewed by the members of the planning committee; the CPD office performs an 
accreditation criteria review and the Directors  of Accreditation ( Family Physician and/or 
Specialist) ensure adherence to the respective standards

Step 1: Vetting - Each program is first vetted by the Accreditation Coordinator.
Step 2: Review - Program is then sent to two medical advisors for review. 
Step 3: Approval - Recommendations from the medical advisors are considered by the CME 
Director when making final decisions around certification/accreditation of the program.



Q14 - Number of reviewer for each program ? (for standard section 1 
programs without problems)

Single person review

More then one person review



Q15 - In a year, for what % of program do you do content review ? 
(approximation)

1-5 % of programs

100%



Q16 - Most commonly for what kind of programs do you do content 
review ?
Most commonly for what kind of programs do you do content review ?

only events developed by our CME division. All content is reviewed in advance of 
events, screening for objectivity and copyright compliance.

All of them - I am assuming content review doesn't necessarily mean reviewing all 
slides, right?

MOC Section 3

online programs or CFPC level 3

For programs  we suspect there is a problem in the development of the program.

i) single event, single speaker (excluding rounds, journal clubs); 2) multi event-single 
speaker, 3) multi-event multi-speaker, 4) all online programs

Single sponsor programs
Some Multi-day programs

Single one-off presentations
Programs for which we have concerns of industry influence

Co-developed programs and Skills Workshops for 4.0 CFCP Mainpro + Credits. 

If there are questions or COI questions



Q16 - Most commonly for what kind of programs do you do content 
review ?
Most commonly for what kind of programs do you do content review ?

Online programs 
section 3 program.
major industry sponsorship

Peer reviewers assess content in online programs

All onsite programs for Mainpro+ certification except for Faculty 
Development which is performed by the Manager of Operations.  

Programs with sponsorship or where planning committee 
members or speakers have identified an affiliation with 
industry/organization of influence are the programs that undergo 
content review most commonly.



Q17 - Does your office require an ethical review each time a session of 
a live Mainpro+ certified program supported by a for-profit 
organization is offered?  This refers to repeat offerings of programs 
that your office has certified.

yes

no



Q18 - Have-you started implementing the National standard for 
support of accredited CPD activities ?

yes

no
no



Q19 - Are some rules in the office/university more strict then standard 
rules ? If yes, what?

yes



Q19 - Are some rules in the office/university more strict then standard rules ? If yes, what?

Yes, please explain

any violation related to financial support from industry is dealt with as a higher priority, 
notifying all related parties a.s.a.p. of a violation, and suspending review  process 
accordingly.

Our application form pushes our applicants to think in terms of aligning learning for 
quality. We push for meaningful outcome measurements that can help them improve 
quality. As well, with the introduction of patient reviewer in the reviewers panel for all 
applications, we are hoping to gradually raise the standards in terms of requiring goals 
and objectives that are not only meaningful but patient centred as well. We have also 
started to gently "nudge' our applicants in terms of thinking about the "design" of their 
programs as well. 

Anecdotally, we have asked for revisions to MOC applications to bring to standard that 
have already received Mainpro+ (from CFPC) certification. 

we don't accredit "drug dinners" so we have minimum requirements around short 
sessions with only one sponsor.

We use the ethic code of CQDPCM in Québec

All schools don't require involvement in content development to approve a Maincert 
section 1 program which has for-profit sponsorship



Q19 - Are some rules in the office/university more strict then standard rules ? If yes, what?

Yes, please explain

Single sponsor programs have specific criteria, Commercial standard policy -all funds 
need to go through univeristy office (not 3rd party), 

We require a physician organizaiton for all applications, even those that are Mainpro+ 
only. We do not equate CPD providers with physician organizations (many CPD 
providers do not adhere to the definition of physician organzaiton, as stated in the 
National Guidelines). We strictly limit sponsor acknowlegments/benefits. 

Accredited programs by the U of M may be held on or off campus , but must not be 
held in a restaurant or lounge including private clubs. In addition we insist that a 
registration fee be charged to practicing physicians attending an accredited event. A 
minimum fee of $25 is set  per hour of learning. 

Appropriately as we must conduct research

on avait des critères plus strictes pour le dpc qui respectent les normes du collège 
actuelles du collège royal qui seront downgradées (tout l'argent des pharmas à 
l'organisme médical)

E.g. do not allow single sponsorship -multiple sponsors are required , no product 
advertising in any form,no tagging, no codevelopment



Q19 - Are some rules in the office/university more strict then standard rules ? If yes, what?

Yes, please explain

For online programs we have an Independent Reviewer in addition to the 
required standard.  We also abide by the University rules for confidentiality 
and copyright

We have adapted many of our rules to the more stringent standards 
implemented by the CFPC over the past five years. We are now adjusting many 
of our processes to allow for some of the more lenient approaches to dealing 
with sponsors, tagging meals/breaks, swag in conference bags etc.  We are in 
the process of these changes given the new guidelines, so it would be 
premature to offer specific examples at this point.



Q20 - Does the office co-develop with industry or medical education 
companies?

yes

no



Q20 - Does the office co-develop with industry or medical education companies?

Yes, how many programs a year ?

approximately 5

1 mais c'est plus que du co-développement.



Q21 - Are there any onsite visits or audits of programs that you 
accredit.

yes

no



Q21 - Are there any onsite visits or audits of programs that you 
accredit.

Yes, how do you decide which programs to assess ?

The Division Head determines which programs to assess, at his discretion. The Division 
Head (where possible) as well as the Education Coordinator attend all events.

For all events that we help to plan, the planning committee members have audit 
documents to be filled in for the sessions that they attend.

Yes we audit train the trainer sessions for national Section 1 programs we develop, plus 
workshops which are offered regionally

We have just started live audits. A program we suspected to be basically presentations 
of clinical trials, although it was presented in the applicaiton as having been developed 
by a physician organization. We were correct, and will no longer accredit that program.

Yes, we have audited large events that we have accredited and in 2015 we intiated an 
auditing process of speciality department rounds accredited by the Royal College within 
the College of Medicine. 

When there are COI or funding questions, on occasion for no reason at all.

aléatoire. région de montréal

If we have any doubts about industry involvement



Q21 - Are there any onsite visits or audits of programs that you accredit.

Yes, how do you decide which programs to assess ?

All programs are eligible for audit, however programs with sponsorship, or 
programs whose prior evaluations have indicated bias or breach of some 
nature, may warrant an audit of the current program.



Q22 - Do you review participants evaluations systematically after the 
activity ?

yes

no



Q22 - Do you review participants evaluations systematically after the activity ?

Yes, how do you follow up with the program organizers ?

Debriefing meetings of events that the CME Division co-develops with physician 
organizatoins are a regular practice. All comments are reviewed. Participant evaluations 
of externally-run events (applications) are not reviewed.

Our digital platform send out automatic reminders. We have not had any issues thus fas 
in collecting all the relevant info from program organizers

For all the events that we are part of the planning process, participant feedback is 
reviewed as part of the wrap up meeting and/or the first kick-off meeting for the next 
iteration of the event.

Coordinators have Wrap-up meetings with all programs co-developed with CHSE office, 
all other programs must submit summary evaluations

For the events we develop, by meeting with the planning comittee post-event.

Report sent

lettre si plus de 5% des évaluations qui dit que ça ne respecte pas les règles.

Evaluations are reviewed as part of the needs assessment process for the subsequent 
year



Q22 - Do you review participants evaluations systematically after the activity ?

Yes, how do you follow up with the program organizers ?

Program evaluations are summarized, reviewed and sent to the planning 
committee members; individualized feedback is provided to speakers

Program planning committees are provided an evaluation summary, (which 
may be audited by the CPD research coordinator), of each activity. 



Q23 - Comments are welcome :

Comments are welcome :

We are proud of the program and processes we have put in place and are continuing to 
develop. Our digital platform provides for a complete system of accountability and we 
are completely open to being audited at any time. As the platform is completely cloud 
based, this can be done in a Just-in-time manner and from anywhere in the world. 

Since commencement of Mainpro+ program, our university office no longer reviews 
Mainpro+ level 1, unless it has been co-developed with our office. This is a result of 
limited internal resource to meet the more stringent requirements from CFPC for 
content review and COI collection.

For this question "Does your office require an ethical review each time a session of a 
live Mainpro+ certified program supported by a for-profit organization is offered? This 
refers to repeat offerings of programs that your office has certified."

This is a poor question as university offices are not allowed to certify Mainpro+  
programs that are not our own. We wouldn't do an ethical review on our own 
programs and the only answer choices are yes or no. You should include a not 
applicable answer option, or not ask the question as it doesn't make sense in our 
context.  



Q23 - Comments are welcome :

Comments are welcome :

Should provide interesting results

We support the goal of accreditation consistency between respective Colleges and Universities.   



Discussion



Program

N=17 teams

from 11 universities



Demographic characteristics of Respondents

Number (%) of year experience in 
accreditation

1 to 5 12(67%)

5 to 10 4 (22%)

10 to 20 1 (6%)

More than 20 1 (6%)

4/27/2017 41

Number (%) of persons involved in 
responding to this survey?

1
11 (61%)

2 3 (17%)

3 2 (11%)

4 1 (6%)

5 or 
more 1 (6%)





Poll question

Are company logos permitted on the program 
flyer/poster ?

�Yes

�no





Poll question

Is it acceptable to write that CME credit
approvals have been applied for?

�Yes

�no





Poll question

Is it acceptable to have a cocktail reception
advertised as part of the event?

�Yes

�no





Less then 30% 
agreement 

More then 70% 
agreement 

Between
30% and 70%



Proportion of Responses 
Number (%) 
of Yes 
Responses

Q5 Is the PHYSICIAN ORGANIZATION  description acceptable for 
certification? 11 (61%)

Q6 Is the SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE description acceptable for 
certification? 8 (44%)

Q7 Is the TARGET AUDIENCE description acceptable for certification? 13 (72%)

Q8 Is the ACTIVITY description acceptable for certification? 7 (39%)

Q9 Is the LEARNING NEEDS IDENTIFICATION acceptable for certification? 7 (39%)

4/27/2017 50



Q10 Are the LEARNING OBJECTIVES themselves acceptable for 
certification? 2 (11%)

Q11 Is the  INTERACTIVITY COMPONENT acceptable for certification? 12 (67%)

Q13 Is the ACTIVITY EVALUATION acceptable for certification? 3 (17%)

Q15 As a whole, is the activity acceptable for certification in regards to 
ethical considerations? 4 (22%)

4/27/2017 51



Q16 Are the CONFLICT OF INTEREST FORMS acceptable for 
certification? 5 (28%)

Q17 Would you ask to have the educational material for 
CONTENT REVIEW for this activity? 14 (78%)

Q18 OVERALL,  are the criteria for the RCPSC MOC-SECTION 
1 credits met? 2 (11%)

Q19 OVERALL, are the criteria for CCFP/CFPC  MAINPRO+ 1 
credit per hour approval met? 1 (6%)

4/27/2017 52



OVERALL ICC 0.29 between questions
low agreement







it is not clear whether University YYY or the 

Hospital Y is the sponsoring physician

organization, as the hospital is paying the 

certification fee. The sponsoring physician
organization should be clearly articulated.

It is not clear what the physician

organization is. They appear to be

just a small number of physicians

working together which does not 
meet the criteria.





One of the committee members is on the advisory board

of the private funders. Dr. Chen should not be a member
of the committee, and must be removed ASAP.

Committee does not adequately reflect
the target audience.

Committee members do not have 
designation by their national colleges





The target audience specified in the application 

is quite broad – all categories are selected. The 

elaboration (i.e. Hepatologist or GI physicians, 

as well as family physicians and nurses in that

field) narrows this somewhat. However, this is

not specified in the advertisement. (And the 

absence of a course fee might draw a much

more diverse group than intended!) 

No nurse on planning comittee





.



.

We would ask for more details on the 
course overview description

We assume this to be the brochure? This 

appears to be a CME dinner rather than a 
'conference'.

in fact it's a sponsored dinner with educational

content somehow woven in





.

RCPSC - meets the minimum as they use 
multiple methods CFPC - minimum requires a 
copy of the needs assessment evidence. Would
go back to the applicant.

The survey template was not even attached;

documentation in support of the statement



Poll question

Q10 Are the LEARNING OBJECTIVES themselves 
acceptable for certification?

�yes

�no



Q10 Are the LEARNING OBJECTIVES themselves 
acceptable for certification?

Number (%) “Yes”: 2 (11%) 

4/27/2017 Footer Text 67



Q10. Unacceptability of learning objectives: Why?

o Unmeasurable

o Non-specific (vague)

o Not learner centered (do not reflect expected 
outcomes)

4/27/2017 Footer Text 68



Q10. Unacceptability of learning objectives: What info 
change?

o “The objectives should be more learner centered 
and describe through action verbs the specific 
knowledge, behavior or skill that the participants 
can anticipate from attending the educational 
event”.

o “Also, learning objectives should begin with ‘At 
the conclusion of this activity, participants will be 
able to…’”

4/27/2017 Footer Text 69





Yes, there is an ample time for 

interactivity with the speaker-
meets 25% component

Not unlikely that participants will be

paying very little attention and have not 

questions during the designated 20 

minutes. -In this environment a more 

active approach to interactivity would be
appropriate.







barriers in your practice change 
impact on practice
Notion retained





the CanMEDS-FM roles addressed is absent 
from the evaluation

Learning objectives are not included on 
evaluation sheet

On point 5: I would suggest using more 

positive terminology, rather than

"adequate, functional", as these suggest
the bare minimum.

I would also ask for the bias question to 

be reformulated as there are other types 

of bias besides commercial.

Barrier to change 

poorly worded



COI FORMS







Poll question

Q16 Are the CONFLICT OF INTEREST FORMS 
acceptable for certification?

�yes

�no





o Incomplete (missing information – name in block

letters, signature, title/date of activity)

o Creates confusion/contradiction (unapproved

medication, mitigation)

“Speaker states not discussing drugs not approved for indication – but

learning objectives specifically indicate ‘soon to be approved’ indications will

be addressed”.

“There is no information on how conflict of interest will be mitigated by the

chair or program director”.



o Inadequacy of COI form (mitigation, proper

identification)

“Need to have section in COI form and application form explaining how

COI will be mitigated”.

“Conflict of interest form does not have a section to specify if it is a

‘speaker’ or a planning committee member who is filling the form”.



Regarding ETHICAL considerations (venue, meals, promotional materials, registration costs, 
conflict of interest declarations etc): What set of ethical guidelines do you follow for a program 
like this (check all mandatory rules for your office) ?

4/27/2017 Footer Text 84



Q15. Unacceptability of activity due to ethical 
considerations: Why?

o Budget issues
o High cost of activity (speaker = $3000/hour, meal and alcohol) 
o Sponsorship (presence of company logos, unclear mitigation of sponsor 

involvement)

o Scientific validity/objectivity of educational 
content (affected by high sponsorship…)

o Perceived conflict of interest 

4/27/2017 Footer Text 85



Q15. Unacceptability of activity due to ethical 
considerations: What?

“A registration fee has to be introduced, which is 
appropriate to cover the cost of running this event. There 
cannot be a full subsidy of the event by pharma. Proper 
indication as to how commercial sponsorship is being 
channelled through the department or hospital. 
Transparency in budget and consistency between what is 
displayed on the flyer and in the application and the 
budget”.

“Disclosure forms must provide more specific information 
as to which advisory boards or companies the speaker or 
planning committee member has been involved with”.
4/27/2017 Footer Text 86



Q15. Unacceptability of activity due to ethical 
considerations: What?

4/27/2017 Footer Text 87

Concerns about alcohol during presentation.

There is clear conflict of interest. A member of the 

Scientific Committee has been involved in advisory

roles for the funding sponsors, and the whole event
is free to participants.

the lack of participation fee this works out 

to be $90 per person for a dinner event
which is high

What steps have the organizers (or program 
director) taken to mitigate the CoI.



Q15. As a whole, is the activity acceptable for certification in 
regards to ethical considerations? 

Number (%) “Yes”: 4 (22%)

4/27/2017 Footer Text 88





Q15 - In a year, for what % of program do you do content review ? 
(approximation)

1-5 % of programs

100%





o Ethical/COI considerations (company logos, sponsorship)

“There are company logos on the program, moreover one can see that it is

sponsered by… » Learning needs/objectives (poor needs assessment, poor

learning objectives)

“… greatest issue is the lack of clear connection between needs assessment

and learning objectives”.

o Evaluation issues (missing questions – commercial bias, learning

objectives)

“Problems with evaluations linking objectives to outcomes of the event”.



Q18. OVERALL, are the criteria for the RCPSC MOC/SECTION 
1 credits met?

Number (%) “Yes”: 2(11%)

4/27/2017 Footer Text 93



o same ethical/COI considerations as RSCPSC

o Learning needs/objectives (poor needs assessment, objectives

≠ needs)

o Evaluation issues (missing questions, perception of bias,

barriers to change)



consistency within the qualitative data

 Non representation of target audience (nurses) on scientific 
committee

 Unclear learning objectives which do not seem to be learner 
centered or based upon perceived/unperceived needs and 
which also hinder the evaluation of the activity

 High sponsorship risks the validity and objectivity of 
educational/scientific content

 Presence of logos

 Issues with the COI forms and issues about the potential for 
COI due to the speaker being on advisory boards of sponsors



only a few people notice…

 Cocktail ?

 Copyright law ?

 Barriers to change not being addressed ?



Key messages

High agreement on the fact that this activity should not 
be accredited at least without further « investigation ».

Low agreement on why that is

ethical concerns

quality of needs indentification and objectives

quality of evaluation forms



Poll question

Do you think what we just did qualifies for a RC 
section 3 activity?

�yes

�no


